
Literacy and GCSE English 
Workshop

The purpose of this session is to:

• Outline the importance of literacy across subjects

• Share strategies for effective note taking

• Share an outline of the structure, content and assessment of the two English GCSEs

• Outline how we are supporting students with key areas for development

• Outline how students can be supported at home.



Literacy across all subjects



Why are literacy skills important in all subjects?
• You will need to understand command words in exam questions in all subjects.

COMPARE DESCRIBE EXPLAIN EVALUATE ANALYSE

• What do these words mean?

• Are they different in different subjects?

• In many subjects there are SPaG marks (spelling, punctuation and grammar). For 

questions with SPaG marks you must remember to proof read your work.

• In other subjects there are marks for structure and organization of your work.



How to make effective notes
• When reading information for the first time – do not 

have a pen in your hand.
• After first reading – think of three key points and 

write those down.
• Go back to the text and add specific information 

about the three points.
• Cornell note taking: use the margin for key 

words/points; summarise information in bullet 
points in main column; go back and write key 
questions underneath key words/key points to test 
yourself later; summarise at the bottom in your own 
words.



Proof reading exercise – spot the errors
Overall Act 3 Scene 5 reinforces the ideas that there love is domed and that Romeo and Juliet’s 

realationship is “death-marked”.  Juliet’s choose to marry Romeo has resulted in her being 

disowned by her Family and nurse. Shakespeare has used the sceen to confront the audiance with 

the consecuenses of a forbidden and hidden love within the constraints of a traditional society.  

Capulet had intensions, like any Father at this time would have, of upholding his reputation and 

marrying Juliet to someone worthy of her and of the same class. To him, ultimately, she is his 

property and she had disrespected him so she is now “baggage”, a burdan to be rejected.  

Shakespeare forces us, as an audience, to evaluate the conflicting expectations of love in 

Elizabethan England through these contrasts and perhaps challenge the rigidity of attitudes and 

their contribution to the deaths’ of Romeo and Juliet.
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English at GCSE



GCSE English Language

English Language Paper 1: 
FICTION texts (1hr 45m)
One Extract

Section A (40 marks/60 mins)
Q1 – List four things (4)
Q2 – Analyse language (8)
Q3 – Analyse structure (8)
Q4 – Analyse Language and Structure (20)

Section B (40 marks/45 mins)
Write a description/narrative

English Language Paper 2: 
NON-FICTION texts (1hr 45m)
Two extracts

Section A (40 marks/60 mins)
Q1 – Tick 4 boxes that are true (4)
Q2 – Summarise the two sources (8)
Q3 – Analyse language (12)
Q4 – Compare language and structure (16)

Section B (40 marks/45 mins)
Write a non fiction piece



GCSE English Language: What is it? 
• The English Language GCSE is, firstly, a test of students’ abilities to engage with an unseen text 

(two for paper 2) and explore how writers use language and structural techniques to create 
meaning. 

• Furthermore, it is a test of how students can then craft their own writing using some of the 
same techniques they have analysed. 

• The English Language exams are structured like a quest (AQA’s words!) – students begin with 
the fundamentals of a text and the questions gradually lead them on to consider a more 
holistic approach to the analysis. Furthermore, it means that once students reach section B 
(the writing question), they have been exposed to ideas and techniques that might inspire 
them in their own writing. 

• Fundamental differences:
• Language Paper 1 (Explorations in creative reading and writing) – fiction; one extract. 
• Language Paper 2 (Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives) – non-fiction; two extracts. 



GCSE English Language: What do students need to 
know and be able to do?
Key knowledge Implementation of knowledge: students should be able to...
• Word classes (noun, verb, adjective, adverb)

• Language techniques (imagery, metaphor, 
simile, personification, alliteration, 
onomatopoeia, rhetorical question, direct 
address)

• Structure techniques (list, repetition, sentence 
structure, punctuation)

• How to write a comparison (using a 
‘both...however...whereas...’ structure)

• How to write an analytical response (using a 
‘what...how...why...’ structure) 

• Read a text and establish the mood (paper 1) or viewpoint (paper 2).

• Select ‘high value’ quotations which support their idea about the mood or 
viewpoint. 

• Identify word classes and language/structure techniques within a quotation. 

• Comment on the impact of single words or short phrases. 

• Compare the ways writers have achieve effects (paper 2). 

• Craft a description or narrative that makes use of language techniques and is 
structured effectively

• Argue their own viewpoint using language and structure to craft their writing



GCSE English Language: Attempting a Q1 (Paper 2)
Read again the first section of the extract (that finishes "walks away.").
Choose four statements below which are true:

Lale must tattoo the girl's arm with a number. T

The girl has not been tattooed before. F

Lale successfully tattoos the girl with no issues. F

Pepan is patient and calm. F

Lale is disturbed by tattooing young girls. T

Lale's work is being supervised by a man in a superior position. T

Lale is trying to be kind to the girl. T

The girl speaks to the man in the white coat. F



GCSE English Language: Our key focus
• Analysis (question level data and examiners’ reports) of the 2023 exam series, 

combined with internal data about our students, has highlighted two key areas for 
development for the whole cohort:

• Reading for speed and meaning
• Building and utilising a richer vocabulary. 

• What are we doing at school?
• English lessons (language and literature) have key vocabulary attached to each lesson; much of this 

vocabulary is higher level. The vocabulary is utilised throughout lessons and the expectation is that 
students begin to use this vocabulary further afield. 

• In tutor times, students have been practising reading at speed and using different strategies to 
decode meaning of new vocabulary...being ‘word detectives’. 



What do 'word detectives' do?
1: Have you heard the word before? You might find 
clues here...
• If you've read Harry Potter, you'll know that the spell 

'Lumos' gives light.
• You might also know that 'lumens' relates to light 

power.

2. Does the word sound 
familiar?
• You might notice that it 

sounds a bit like 'illuminate' 
which means to light up.

3. Look at the whole sentence/passage.
• If a celebration was 'attended by...', we can probably deduce 

that 'luminaries' are people of some description.

4. Consider the connotations of what 
you've worked out...
• If a person is linked to light, are they 

likely to be positive or negative?
• How might they be linked to light?

'The celebration was attended by 45 
luminaries from various walks of life'
A luminary is someone who guides and inspires 

other people.



1. Using the extract from ‘The Tattooist of Auschwitz’, find the word in the extract which matches each 
definition below. 

2. Choose three of the words from above to write in your own descriptive sentences.

1. ________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________________________

Vocabulary Builder

at the same time: rudely brief: smile in an irritatingly 
smug, conceited, or silly way:

damage the purity or 
appearance of; mar or spoil:

undergo great mental 
anguish through worrying about 
something:

proceeding in a gradual, subtle 
way, but with very harmful effects.

walk or behave in a very 
confident and arrogant or self-
important way:

make a quick, nervous movement 
as an instinctive reaction to fear, 
pain, or surprise:

control or maintain the rate or 
speed of (a machine or process) so 
that it operates properly:



GCSE English Language: Our key focus
• What can you do at home?

• Read, read, read! It doesn’t need to be a special text – the opening page of a 
cookery book; yesterday’s front page of the paper; the last page of the novel you 
read...reading anything is important and useful.

• Select 10 words (you can do this together!) that are unfamiliar and practise being 
detectives to decode the meaning of words and then discuss why that particular 
word might have been chosen.



GCSE English Language: Other ways you can help
• Read a page of fiction and establish what mood is created – which key words create 

the mood? What techniques are being used to create the mood?
• Read a page of non-fiction writing and establish the writer’s perspective – which key 

words tell us that? What techniques are being used to communicate the 
perspective?

• Select a picture at home (a photo or an image online) and discuss which words and 
ideas could be used to describe what’s in the image. 

• Discuss a contentious topic like homework, uniform, certain policies and practise 
devising ‘for and against’ arguments. 



GCSE English Literature
English Literature Paper 1: 
Shakespeare and 19thC Text
(1hr 45m) – WITH extracts

Section A: ‘Macbeth’ (34 marks/55 mins)
Starting with the extract and the rest of the 
play, how does Shakespeare present…

Section B: ‘Jekyll & Hyde’ (30 marks/50 mins)
Starting with the extract and the rest of the 
novel, how does Robert Louis Stevenson 
present…

English Literature Paper 2: 
Modern Text, Anthology Poems and Unseen 
Poetry(2hr 15m)

Section A: ‘An Inspector Calls’ (30 marks/45 mins)
Choice of two questions on character or theme
– pick one. 

Section B: Power and Conflict poetry (30 marks/45 mins)
Compare a given poem with a poem of your choice based 
on a theme

Section C: Unseen poetry (32 marks/45 mins)
Analyse an unseen poem then compare with another poem. 



GCSE English Literature: What is it? 
• The English Literature GCSE is a test of students’ abilities to engage with a range of 

literature: Shakespeare; a 19th century novel; a 20th century play; an anthology of 
poems on the theme of power and conflict, and an unseen poem.

• Students will demonstrate their engagement in the text by having an understanding 
of the social and historical context of texts, knowing the plot of the texts and showing 
an understanding of how writers use language and structure to create effects within a 
text.

• In short: how do writers communicate their ideas about the world to their audience?



GCSE English Literature: What do students need to 
know and be able to do?
Key knowledge Implementation of knowledge: students should be able to...

• Contextual information about when, where and why a text was 
produced. 

• Plot of the text – inside out and back to front!

• Writers’ key messages about topics including: gender, class, religion, 
science, deception, social identity, power, conflict

• Key quotations that reflect writers’ ideas

• Word classes (noun, verb, adjective, adverb)

• Language techniques (imagery, metaphor, simile, personification, 
alliteration, onomatopoeia, rhetorical question, direct address)

• Structure techniques (list, repetition, sentence structure, punctuation)

• How to write a comparison (using a ‘both...however...whereas...’ 
structure)

• How to write an analytical response (using a ‘what...how...why...’ 
structure) 

• Outline what mood, tone or idea writers create in a text.

• Support their arguments with reference to the text (this can be with 
quotes but a well described 'reference to an event' in a text can be just 
as effective).

• Analyse the techniques used within a quote to communicate an idea, 
with particular reference to how an audience might respond.

• Comment on what might have influenced a writer's ideas, with 
reference to key events and concepts from the time that they were 
writing.



GCSE English Literature: Our key focus
• Analysis (question level data and examiners’ reports) of the 2023 exam series, 

combined with internal data about our students, has highlighted two key areas for 
development for the whole cohort:

• Knowledge of the plot of a text, particularly what happens before and after an 
event rather than just 'knowing the whole plot'.

• Building and utilising a richer vocabulary to attach to writers' ideas and messages.

• What can you do at home?
• Re-read the texts – together is even better! Students explaining what has happened/what ideas are 

being shown is a really powerful tool.
• Write out the key events in a text and cut into separate pieces (one event per piece). Mix them up 

and ask students to explain what happens before and after that event and why it is significant.



GCSE English Literature: Other ways you can help
• Have a discussion about the impact of war on key groups in society.
• Discuss how holders of power might abuse that power.
• Discuss how nature might hold more power than humans.
• Discuss how different writers express ideas about identity.
• Practise learning quotations from the P&C poems – 3-5 from each!

• Revisit texts studied in Year 10: ‘An Inspector Calls’ and ‘The Strange Case of Jekyll 
and Hyde’. Topics to revise are:
o Social and historical context
o Writers' messages
o Key characters
o The structure of the text
o Important themes

Quotations to help any arguments about these areas are 
important...students must be able to say something about 

their significance!
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